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The Center for Disease Control and Prevention states that foodborne diseases cause 48 million illness, 
128,000 hospitalization and 3,000 deaths in the US each year. The consumption of fresh produce in the 
U.S. increased by 32% from 1982 to 1997. Increased demand along with growing imports have resulted 
in an increasing number of outbreaks. Leafy green vegetables are among the most frequently 
contaminated food products. To make leafy greens safe, the processing steps must be well understood by 
all people involved in leafy greens production. The overall project goal was to develop cost-effective 
safety measures by incorporation of sanitization practices and sensors into pre-existing steps in the 
produce processing, packaging and distribution. Liquid and gaseous sanitizers were compared in terms of 
penetration ability into fresh produce. Ozone, chlorine dioxide (ClO2), and organic acid-surfactant 
combination were tested and compared based on their efficacy to eliminate the bacteria on leafy greens 
such as lettuce and spinach. Liquid sanitizer can fail if an air bubble blocks the disinfectant from 
contacting the microorganism. The reaction rate of ozone and ozone uptake probability by lettuce was 
measured and used in numerical simulations to determine the equilibrium ozone concentration. Results 
show that reaction with tissue can affect the efficacy of ozone. As a strong oxidizing agent, ClO2 has a 
broad antimicrobial spectrum. It inactivates microorganisms by taking electrons from several cellular 
constituents and breaking molecular bonds. A ClO2 sensor and a treatment system were developed to 
optimize ClO2 concentration and exposure time to maximize elimination of bacteria while minimum 
damage to appearance of spinach leaves. A kinetics model to predict the bacterial reduction as a function 
of time and ClO2 gas concentration was developed. Several educational learning tools including five 
animated learning modules and a comprehensive website were developed 
(http://fabe.osu.edu/kaletuncfpsi/). Learning modules are being used to raise awareness about current 
leafy produce sanitization and new research findings revealing more effective techniques. These 
visualizations help industry professionals considering adoption of new methods –to understand the 
physical science basis behind produce sanitizing methods. 
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